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ABSTRACT
Two-photon excitation (TPE) is an attractive means for controlling chemistry in both space and time. Since isoenergetic one- and two-
photon excitations (OPE and TPE) in non-centrosymmetric molecules are allowed to reach the same excited state, it is usually assumed
that they produce similar excited-state reactivity. We compare the solvent-to-solute excited-state proton transfer of the super photo-
base FR0-SB following isoenergetic OPE and TPE. We find up to 62% increased reactivity following TPE compared to OPE. From
steady-state spectroscopy, we rule out the involvement of different excited states and find that OPE and TPE spectra are identical in
non-polar solvents but not in polar ones. We propose that differences in the matrix elements that contribute to the two-photon absorp-
tion cross sections lead to the observed enhanced isoenergetic reactivity, consistent with the predictions of our high-level coupled-
cluster-based computational protocol. We find that polar solvent configurations favor greater dipole moment change between ground
and excited states, which enters the probability for TPE as the absolute value squared. This, in turn, causes a difference in the Franck–
Condon region reached via TPE compared to OPE. We conclude that a new method has been found for controlling chemical reac-
tivity via the matrix elements that affect two-photon cross sections, which may be of great utility for spatial and temporal precision
chemistry.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0020282., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-photon excitation1 (TPE) is an attractive means of chem-
ical activation because it allows one to control chemical processes in
space and time with resolution limited only by the laser pulse used,
typically sub-micrometer spatial resolution and sub-picosecond
temporal resolution. The high spatial resolution achieved via TPE
led to the development of multi-photon microscopy, which is capa-
ble of providing sub-micrometer resolution through scattering bio-
logical tissues.2–7 These advantages are particularly important when
imaging strongly absorbing samples, such as blood, or highly sen-
sitive tissues, e.g., the retina.8,9 Similarly, TPE has been adopted as

a valuable method for sub-micrometer photolithography.10–14 As
part of an effort to develop the tools required for precision chem-
istry, where chemical reactions can be activated and deactivated
with high temporal and spatial control, we have evaluated if strong
photobases15 can be made better photoreagents through the use
of TPE.

Precision chemistry of light-induced acid–base reactions
requires controlling the underlying excited-state proton transfer
(ESPT) processes.16–20 This broad category of chemical reactions can
generally be divided into reversible and irreversible and intramolec-
ular and intermolecular. Here, we focus on reversible intermolecular
processes that may be amenable to precision chemistry. From the
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point of view of the photo-activated reagent, there are numerous
proton-donating species, called photoacids, essentially hydroxylated
aromatic compounds, while proton-abstracting molecules, i.e., pho-
tobases, are less common. The present work examines the super pho-
tobase FR0-SB [7-((butylimino)methyl)-N,N-diethyl-9,9-dimethyl-
9H-fluoren-2-amine], a non-centrosymmetric fluorene Schiff base
shown in Fig. 1(a), capable of abstracting protons from alcohols
ranging from methanol to n-octanol.15,21 While other compounds,
primarily quinoline derivatives, have been found to undergo ESPT
in methanol, with 5-methoxyquinoline reaching an excited-state pKa
value of 15.5,22–29 our work has focused on FR0-SB because of its
stronger photobasicity (pKa

∗ = 21).15,21 Reversible photobases are
relatively scarce because their reactivity depends on having a high
excited-state pKa and the ability to abstract a proton from the sol-
vent within the lifetime of the excitation and the relevant solvent
reorganization time. In particular, solvation of the resulting ions has
been found to require two or more solvent molecules in a specific
configuration.22,27,30–37

The primary focus of this work is to explore the reactiv-
ity of FR0-SB upon two-photon photo-activation. FR0-SB lacks a

FIG. 1. (a) Structural formula of FR0-SB. (b) Schematic representation of the
ground- and excited-state potential energy surfaces of FR0-SB along the sol-
vation and ESPT reaction coordinates. We illustrate how OPE (blue) and TPE
(red) to the first excited singlet S1 state of FR0-SB may favor differently solvated
molecules from the inhomogeneous ensemble and result in accessing different
Franck–Condon regions. Note that OPE and TPE are accessing the same excited
electronic state. Different entries into the S1 potential energy surface lead to differ-
ent reaction trajectories toward protonation, with different dynamics and different
probability to reach the protonated excited state. Fluorescence from both the non-
protonated (blue wiggly line) and protonated (green wiggly line) excited states
provides information on the progress of the reaction.

center of inversion, so Laporte’s symmetry rule preventing one- and
two-photon transitions to the same excited state does not apply.
Therefore, both one-photon excitation (OPE) and TPE to the first
excited singlet (S1) state of FR0-SB are allowed. While the excitation
efficiencies for OPE and TPE are quite different, one might reason-
ably expect similar reactivity following isoenergetic (in the case of
this work, ωOPE = 2 ωTPE) excitation. For FR0-SB in alcohol solvents,
however, we find the extent of solvent-to-solute ESPT following TPE
to be as much as 62% greater than that following OPE. We present
direct evidence for this surprising finding through steady-state and
time-resolved spectroscopic data. We discuss several hypotheses and
support or refute them based on experimental findings and theoret-
ical calculations. Finally, we conclude that the molecular properties
governing TPE, which we estimate from the spectroscopic data as
well as using high-level quantum chemistry computations, lead to
the formation of an excited-state wave packet at a different Franck–
Condon region compared to OPE, thus changing the entry point
onto the excited-state potential energy surface and, consequently,
giving rise to a different trajectory along the reaction coordinate (see
Fig. 1).

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For the OPE and TPE fluorescence measurements, tunable
∼50 fs pulses centered at 800 nm were obtained from a noncolin-
ear optical parametric amplifier (Orpheus-N-3H, Light Conversion)
pumped by the third-harmonic of a Pharos Yb:KGW laser produc-
ing 50 μJ of pulse energy at a repetition rate of 200 kHz centered at
1030 nm. For OPE, the output was frequency doubled by a β-BBO
crystal to produce excitation light centered at 400 nm focused by
a 10 cm focal length convex lens onto a 1 cm cuvette. The sample
solutions had a ∼3 μM concentration, corresponding to an optical
density of less than 0.2. For TPE, the output was focused by a 20 cm
focal length convex lens to the same sample. The fluorescence was
captured with an optical fiber with detection using an Ocean Optics
QE spectrometer.

For time-resolved fluorescence measurements, a Ti:sapphire
oscillator (Coherent Vitara-S) producing pulses at 80 MHz centered
at 800 nm was used for laser excitation. For OPE, the frequency dou-
bling of the laser output was achieved with a β-BBO crystal, and
the sample was excited with linearly polarized (vertical) laser pulses.
For TPE, the laser pulses were polarization-rotated by 90○ with a
half-wave plate to maintain the same linear (vertical) polarization
between TPE and OPE experiments. The FR0-SB sample with an
optical density of 0.2 or below was contained in a 1 cm cuvette.
Fluorescence emitted at right angles was acquired at parallel and
perpendicular polarizations with respect to the vertically polarized
excitation pulse using a polarizer followed by detection with a 16-
photomultiplier time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC)
system (SPC-830 TCSPC, Becker-Hickl, GmBH). The reported time
constants were obtained after extracting the isotropic component
from the fluorescence decays and fitting with a convolute-and-
compare routine to account for the instrument response function.
Details of the fitting procedure can be found in the supplemen-
tary material. Measurements were repeated at least 5 times for each
solvent to quantify uncertainties.
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The TPE spectra of FR0-SB in methanol, acetonitrile, and
cyclohexane were measured in the same optical setup as the TPE
fluorescence, except for a glass slide, which was introduced in the
path of the excitation beam before the converging lens, to reflect part
of the beam to be scattered on a diffuser and detected with a com-
pact Ocean Optics spectrometer. The scattered integrated spectrum
was used as a reference laser intensity to normalize the TPE spec-
tra. The spectra were recorded for excitation wavelengths between
650 nm and 860 nm with data acquired every 10 nm. The setup was
calibrated against a coumarin 540 (Exciton) solution, which exhibits
similar TPE and OPE spectra. The laser power dependence for TPE
is given in the supplementary material. The TPE absorption cross
section for FR0-SB in acetonitrile is estimated to be 6 GM at 800 nm
and 24 GM at its maximum at ∼770 nm.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In order to provide further insights into the enhancement of
ESPT between FR0-SB and alcohol solvent observed in the case of
TPE vs OPE, we augmented our experimental effort by quantum
chemistry computations examining the electronic structure of the
solvated FR0-SB system in the ground (S0) and first excited singlet
S1 states involved in the ESPT process.21 We focused on analyz-
ing the role of solvation effects on the S0–S1 vertical and adiabatic
transition energies and vertical transition dipole moments, along
with the electronic dipoles characterizing the individual S0 and S1
states of FR0-SB, which are key quantities in comparing the one-
and two-photon S0 → S1 absorption cross sections. In doing so,
we relied on the coupled-cluster (CC) theory,38 which provides an
accurate and size-extensive description of molecular systems, and
its extension to excited states using the equation-of-motion (EOM)
CC formalism,39 focusing on the EOMCC approach with singles and
doubles (EOMCCSD)39 and the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) triples correc-
tion40 to EOMCCSD, which is a rigorously size-intensive modifi-
cation to the CR-EOMCC(2,3)41,42 methodology capable of deter-
mining excitation energies to within ∼0.1–0.2 eV.43 In modeling
the solvated FR0-SB chromophore, we considered the complex
of FR0-SB hydrogen-bonded to a cluster of three alcohol solvent
molecules, designated as [FR0-SB⋯HOR], which, according to our
previous investigation of the steric effects on the ESPT process
involving FR0-SB and n- and i-propanol, is the minimum num-
ber of explicit solvent molecules required for the proton transfer to
occur.37 Following Ref. 37, we used the “branched” arrangement of
the three alcohol solvent molecules treated in our modeling explic-
itly, with one of them hydrogen-bonded to FR0-SB and the other
two solvating it, since such an arrangement leads to the lowest
energy barriers for the ESPT reactions involving FR0-SB (see Ref. 37
for further details). The remaining, bulk, solvation effects were
described using the continuum solvation model based on the solute
electron density (SMD) approach.44 The alcohol solvents consid-
ered in our computations were methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, and
i-propanol.

For each of the alcohol solvents considered in our calcula-
tions, the geometry optimization of the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex
in its S0 state, used in the subsequent CC/EOMCC calculations, was
performed using density functional theory (DFT)45 employing the

Kohn–Sham formulation of DFT.46 To obtain the corresponding
minimum-energy structures of the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] species in the
S1 state, we used the time-dependent (TD)47 extension of DFT to
excited electronic states. In carrying out these geometry optimiza-
tions, we used the CAM-B3LYP functional,48 which, as elaborated
on in our earlier studies,21,37 provides vertical excitation energies
of FR0-SB that are closer to those resulting from the EOMCC cal-
culations using the δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) triples correction to EOM-
CCSD than the excitation energies obtained with other tested
functionals. All geometry optimizations of the [FR0-SB⋯HOR]
complex employed the 6-31+G∗ basis set49–51 and accounted
for the bulk solvation effects using the aforementioned SMD
model.

To provide accurate information about the transition ener-
gies and transition dipole moments characterizing the absorption
(S0 → S1) and emission (S1 → S0) processes involving the solvated
FR0-SB species and the corresponding dipoles in the S0 and S1 states,
which are all needed to model the one- and two-photon cross sec-
tions for each of the alcohol solvents considered in our calculations,
we performed the following series of single-point CC and EOMCC
computations at the aforementioned CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G∗/SMD
optimized geometries. First, we determined the S0–S1 electronic
transition energies,

ω(EOMCC)
10 = E(EOMCC)

S1
− E(CC)

S0
, (1)

corresponding to the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex in the absence of the
SMD continuum solvation, where the total electronic energies of the
S0 and S1 states entering Eq. (1) were computed as

E(CC)
S0
= E(CCSD/6-31+G*)

S0
+ [E(CR-CC(2,3)/6-31G)

S0
− E(CCSD/6-31G)

S0
] (2)

for the ground state and

E(EOMCC)
S1

= E(EOMCCSD/6-31+G*)
S1

+ [E(δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3)/6-31G)
S1

− E(EOMCCSD/6-31G)
S1

] (3)

for the first excited singlet state. The first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (2) denotes the total electronic energy of the S0 state
computed at the CCSD52 level utilizing the largest basis set consid-
ered in this study, namely, 6-31+G∗. The term in the square brack-
ets on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) corrects the CCSD/6-31+G∗

energy for the many-electron correlation effects due to triply excited
clusters obtained in the CR-CC(2,3)41,53,54 calculations employing
the smaller and more affordable 6-31G basis.49 Similarly, the first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) designates the EOMCCSD/6-
31+G∗ energy of the S1 state and the expression in the square brack-
ets represents the triples correction to EOMCCSD obtained in the δ-
CR-EOMCC(2,3)/6-31G calculations. Ideally, one would like to use
basis sets larger than 6-31+G∗ and, in particular, incorporate polar-
ization and diffuse functions on hydrogen atoms, but such calcula-
tions at the CC and EOMCC levels used in this work turned out to
be prohibitively expensive. Nevertheless, we tested the significance
of the polarization50 and diffuse51 functions on hydrogen atoms by
performing the CAM-B3LYP/6-31++G∗∗/SMD calculations for the
[FR0-SB⋯HOR] complexes that show that neither the excitation
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energies nor the dipole and transition dipole moment values change
by more than 1% compared to the CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G∗/SMD
results.

Before describing the remaining elements of our computa-
tional protocol, it is important to emphasize that the composite
approach defined by Eqs. (1)–(3) is more general than the analo-
gous expressions shown in Ref. 21 where we focused on the ver-
tical excitation processes only. Equations (1)–(3) encompass both
the vertical and adiabatic transition energies. Indeed, if E(CC)

S0
and

E(EOMCC)
S1

are calculated at the minimum on the S0 potential energy
surface, ω(EOMCC)

10 given by Eqs. (1)–(3) becomes the vertical exci-
tation energy ω(EOMCC)

10 (abs.) characterizing the S0 → S1 absorp-
tion defined by Eq. (1) of Ref. 21. If E(CC)

S0
and E(EOMCC)

S1
are

determined at the minimum characterizing the [FR0-SB⋯HOR]
complex in the S1 state, we obtain the vertical transition energy
ω(EOMCC)

10 (em.) corresponding to the S1→ S0 emission. Theω(EOMCC)
10

energy defined by Eq. (1) becomes the adiabatic transition energy,
abbreviated as ω(EOMCC)

10 (ad.), when E(CC)
S0

and E(EOMCC)
S1

are com-
puted at their respective minima. As far as the transition dipole
moments characterizing the vertical absorption and emission pro-
cesses involving the solvated FR0-SB species are concerned, they
were calculated from the one-electron transition density matrices
obtained at the EOMCCSD level of theory employing the 6-31+G∗

basis set. Similarly, we used the CCSD/6-31+G∗ and EOMCCSD/6-
31+G∗ one-electron reduced density matrices to determine the
dipole moments of the S0 and S1 states at each of the two potential
minima.

Given the large computational costs associated with the EOM-
CCSD and δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) calculations for the [FR0-SB⋯HOR]
system, which consists of three alcohol molecules bound to the
FR0-SB chromophore and requires correlating as many as 216
electrons and 758 molecular orbitals in the case of the n- or
i-propanol solvents when the 6-31+G∗ basis set is employed, we
replaced the three explicit alcohol molecules with the correspond-
ing effective fragment potentials (EFPs).55 We were able to do
this because, based on our CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G∗/SMD calcula-
tions for the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complexes, the S0–S1 electronic tran-
sition does not involve charge transfer between the photobase and
its solvent environment. Indeed, the S0–S1 transition in the bare21

and solvated FR0-SB species has a predominantly π–π∗ charac-
ter with the π and π∗ orbitals localized on the FR0-SB chro-
mophore, i.e., the alcohol solvent molecules are mere spectators to
this excitation process (see the supplementary material for further
details). The use of EFPs to represent the cluster of three alco-
hol molecules bonded to FR0-SB in our CC/EOMCC computations
allowed us to reduce the system size to that of the bare FR0-SB
species embedded in the external potential providing a highly accu-
rate description of the intermolecular interactions between FR0-
SB and solvent molecules in the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex, includ-
ing electrostatic, polarization, dispersion, and exchange repulsion
effects.55

Once the electronic transition energies and the correspond-
ing one-electron properties of the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex were
determined, we proceeded to the second stage of our modeling
protocol, which was the incorporation of the remaining bulk sol-
vation effects that turned out to be non-negligible as well. As in
the case of the aforementioned geometry optimizations, the bulk

solvation effects were calculated with the help of the implicit solva-
tion SMD approach. Due to the limitations of the computer codes
available to us, we could not perform the CC/EOMCC computa-
tions in conjunction with the SMD model, so we estimated the
SMD effects using the a posteriori corrections δ(SMD)

X to the var-
ious CC/EOMCC properties X of the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex,
such as transition energies and dipole moments, using DFT and
TD-DFT. These corrections were constructed in the following way.
First, for each of the four alcohol solvents considered in our calcu-
lations, we performed single-point DFT/TD-DFT calculations for
the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex at the previously optimized S0 and
S1 geometries accounting for the bulk solvation effects using SMD.
As in the case of the geometry optimizations, we used the CAM-
B3LYP functional and the 6-31+G∗ basis set and, in analogy to
the CC/EOMCC computations, replaced the cluster of three explicit
alcohol solvent molecules bound to FR0-SB by the corresponding
EFPs. We then repeated the analogous calculations without SMD.
This allowed us to determine the desired δ(SMD)

X corrections using the
formula

δ(SMD)
X = X(CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G*/SMD) − X(CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G*), (4)

where the first and second terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (4) designate property X obtained in the CAM-B3LYP/6-
31+G∗ calculations with and without SMD, respectively. The
final SMD-corrected EOMCC electronic transition energies were
computed as

ω10 = ω(EOMCC)
10 + δ(SMD)

ω10 , (5)

where ω(EOMCC)
10 is the transition energy for the [FR0-SB⋯HOR]

complex defined by Eqs. (1)–(3), whereas the SMD-corrected one-
electron properties were determined using the formula

X = X[(EOM)CCSD/6-31+G*] + δ(SMD)
X , (6)

with X[(EOM)CCSD/6-31+G*] denoting the value of property X calculated
at the (EOM)CCSD/6-31+G∗ level. If the property of interest was a
vector, such as dipole or transition dipole moment, we used Eq. (6)
for each of the Cartesian components of the vector.

Finally, to gauge the effects of solvation on the various calcu-
lated properties, including transition energies and dipole and transi-
tion dipole moments, we also performed single-point CC/EOMCC
calculations for the bare super photobase, i.e., FR0-SB without the
presence of explicit solvent molecules or equivalent EFPs and SMD
implicit solvation, at the gas-phase geometry of the S1 state opti-
mized using CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G∗. In the case of the S0 minimum-
energy structure, we relied on our previous gas-phase CC/EOMCC
results reported in Ref. 21.

All of the electronic structure calculations reported in this
work, including the CAM-B3LYP geometry optimizations with and
without the SMD continuum solvation, the CC/EOMCC single-
point calculations without implicit SMD solvation, and the CAM-
B3LYP single-point calculations with and without SMD, needed to
estimate the SMD corrections to CC/EOMCC properties, were per-
formed using the GAMESS package56,57 (we used the 2019 R2 ver-
sion of GAMESS). In the case of the S0 → S1 absorption process,
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whenever the SMD implicit solvation model was utilized, we incor-
porated the nonequilibrium solvation effects associated with the sol-
vent relaxation delay, as implemented in GAMESS.58 The relevant
CCSD, CR-CC(2,3), EOMCCSD, and δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) compu-
tations using the restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF) determinant as a
reference and the corresponding left-eigenstate CCSD and EOM-
CCSD calculations, which were needed to determine the triples
corrections of CR-CC(2,3) and δ-CR-EOMCC(2,3) and the one-
electron properties of interest, including the dipole and transition
dipole moments, were carried out using the CC/EOMCC routines
developed by the Piecuch group,41,42,53,54,59–61 which form part of
the GAMESS code as well. In all of our CC/EOMCC calculations,
the core orbitals associated with the 1s shells of C and N atoms of
FR0-SB were kept frozen. The EFPs that were used to replace the
cluster of three explicit alcohol solvent molecules bound to FR0-SB
in the CC/EOMCC single-point calculations and the CAM-B3LYP
computations aimed at determining the SMD solvation effects were
generated using the RHF approach and the 6-31+G∗ basis set.
Thanks to the use of EFPs, our frozen-core CC/EOMCC calcula-
tions for the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex correlated only 138 elec-
trons of the FR0-SB system. In all of the calculations employing the

6-31+G∗ basis set, we used spherical components of d orbitals. The
Cartesian coordinates of all structures used in the quantum chem-
istry calculations reported in this work, along with the resulting
S0 and S1 dipole moment vectors, can be found in the supple-
mentary material. Visual representations of the structures and their
S0 and S1 dipoles are provided in the supplementary material as
well.

IV. RESULTS
Steady-state fluorescence spectra following isoenergetic OPE

(400 nm) and TPE (2 × 800 nm) for a number of alcohols are
presented in Fig. 2. These spectra have been divided by the fre-
quency cubed according to the transition dipole moment rep-
resentation, which makes fluorescence intensity proportional to
population according to the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous
emission.62 Upon excitation, FR0-SB reaches the first excited singlet
state (denoted FR0-SB∗), which emits at ∼21 000 cm−1. Following
proton transfer, the FR0-HSB+∗ excited protonated state is reached,
which emits at ∼15 000 cm−1. The probability of proton transfer
is observed to decrease as the alkane chain of the linear alcohols

FIG. 2. OPE and TPE steady-state fluorescence spectra obtained for FR0-SB in (a) methanol, (b) ethanol, (c) n-propanol, and (d) i-propanol. In each of the panels, OPE
(blue line) is compared with TPE (red line). The fluorescence spectra are normalized to the non-protonated emission intensity. The ratio between the areas for FR0-HSB+∗

(∼15 000 cm−1) and FR0-SB∗ (∼21 000 cm−1) emission following OPE and TPE is determined by fits to log-normal functions (thin black lines).
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increases. This observation was found to correlate with the relative
–OH concentration.21 Interestingly, for i-propanol, significantly less
proton transfer takes place, an aspect related to steric hindrance in
the formation of an appropriate solvent configuration for proton
transfer that has been addressed elsewhere.37

Of particular interest in this work is how the probability for
proton transfer, i.e., the reactivity of the Schiff base, is affected by
the excitation process. For this purpose, we quantify the extent of
proton transfer as the [FR0-HSB+∗]/[FR0-SB∗] ratio for linear and
nonlinear excitation by fitting the fluorescence areas to log-normal
functions, as shown in Fig. 2, and then correcting the results for dif-
ferences in the fluorescence quantum yield of the protonated and
non-protonated excited-state species in the different solvents. The
results, summarized in Table I, are presented in Fig. 3 for both OPE
(blue) and TPE (red); note that the vertical axis on the right is a
logarithmic scale so differences between the two modes of excita-
tion seem less prominent than they actually are. While both OPE
and TPE proton-transfer rates change proportionally for the differ-
ent solvents, we consistently observe greater proton transfer follow-
ing TPE compared to OPE. The ratio between the two modes of
observed excitation, i.e., the ratio of ratios, is shown as gray bars in
Fig. 3. We find that for methanol TPE leads to 62% ± 20% greater
reactivity than OPE. Greater reactivity following TPE vs OPE is also
observed for ethanol (42% ± 13%), n-propanol (36% ± 4%), and
n-hexanol (24% ± 3%), although the percent enhancement decreases
with the alcohol aliphatic chain length. The large error bars, espe-
cially for methanol, result from the difficulty in measuring the very
small FR0-SB∗ signal, which amounts to one part in 58. In the case
of i-propanol, no excess reactivity is found within the uncertainty of
the measurements.

The enhanced reactivity following isoenergetic TPE is unex-
pected. Therefore, we explore the possible involvement of an addi-
tional dark state that lies within the absorption band associated with
S1 or a higher excited singlet state Sn that is reached via three-photon
excitation (3 × 800 nm). These possible contributions are addressed
as follows. Excitation–emission matrix (EEM) spectra were obtained
for FR0-SB in methanol and ethanol and are shown in Fig. 4. The
absorption spectrum is shown as a black solid line. From the spectra
in Fig. 4, we observe no evidence for the existence of an additional
state within the 325 nm–450 nm S1 region. However, we do see evi-
dence for absorption to Sn with n > 1 in the 225 nm–290 nm region,

TABLE I. Quantitative assessment of the extent of protonation following OPE and
TPE from steady-state fluorescence measurements for FR0-SB. The ratio of the
extent of protonation expressed as TPE/OPE shows the enhancement in ESPT
resulting from TPE experiments compared to their OPE counterparts.

Solventa OPE ratio TPE ratio TPE/OPE

MeOH 36 ± 3 58 ± 5 1.62 ± 0.20
EtOH 7.6 ± 0.5 10.9 ± 0.7 1.42 ± 0.13
n-PrOH 3.85 ± 0.06 5.2 ± 0.1 1.36 ± 0.04
n-HxOH 1.72 ± 0.02 2.13 ± 0.04 1.24 ± 0.03
i-PrOH 0.37 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.06

aAbbreviations: MeOH = methanol, EtOH = ethanol, n-PrOH = n-propanol, n-HxOH
= n-hexanol, and i-PrOH = i-propanol.

FIG. 3. Extent of proton transfer determined following OPE and TPE for FR0-SB
in a number of alcohols. The TPE over OPE ratio is given by the gray bars (left
y-axis). In all the solvents, but i-propanol, enhanced proton transfer is observed fol-
lowing TPE. The ratios between the fluorescence bands [FR0-HSB+∗]/[FR0-SB∗],
corrected for fluorescence quantum yield, are plotted as bars OPE (blue) and TPE
(red); each ratio is indicated on a logarithmic scale (right y-axis). Abbreviations:
MeOH = methanol, EtOH = ethanol, n-PrOH = n-propanol, n-HxOH = n-hexanol,
and i-PrOH = i-propanol.

which is also associated with FR0-HSB+∗ and FR0-SB∗ emission
following Sn to S1 internal conversion. We measured the excita-
tion intensity dependence of the TPE integrated fluorescence for
the different solvents (see Fig. S1 of the supplementary material).
The exponent associated with the laser intensity dependence indi-
cates the number of photons associated with the excitation process.
The exponent measured was ∼1.9, indicating that three-photon exci-
tation, if it occurs, contributes minimally. Thus, to summarize, we
exclude the participation of a dark state near S1 based on the EEM
spectra. Furthermore, given the near quadratic laser power depen-
dence combined with the observation that the probability for pro-
ton transfer following 266 nm excitation is similar to that following
400 nm excitation, contributions to the observed ESPT enhance-
ment from three-photon excitation processes seem unlikely. While
we cannot rule out the involvement of excited-state absorption in
which two-photon S0 → S1 transition is followed by a one-photon
S1 → Sn excitation in the observed reactivity enhancement, we note
that direct excitation at 266 nm does not lead to enhanced reactiv-
ity and, when normalizing for proton transfer emission, we find that
maximum proton transfer for OPE is observed at 400 nm excitation
(see Fig. S3 of the supplementary material).

The striking solvent dependence observed for the enhanced
two-photon reactivity implies that the underlying process depends
on the dynamics of proton transfer and solvation. To explore
this dependence, we can first rely on our previous time-resolved
TCSPC results for the solvents studied here.21 In Fig. 5, we plot
the TPE/OPE enhancement as a function of the measured FR0-
SB∗ lifetime. We observe an inverse correlation, shorter FR0-SB∗

lifetimes correlate with greater enhancement. When the FR0-SB∗

lifetime is longer, the observed enhancement decreases. We inter-
pret this finding as follows. Although FR0-SB has a high pKa

∗,
the ability of FR0-SB∗ to abstract a proton depends on the sol-
vent configuration. We know from our quantum chemistry cal-
culations reported in Ref. 37 that the minimum of three solvent
molecules, with one of them directly hydrogen-bonded to FR0-
SB, are needed to enable the ESPT process. Achieving such a
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FIG. 4. EEM spectra showing the dependence of protonation as a function of excitation wavelength for methanol (left) and ethanol (right). The absorption spectrum for both
molecules is shown as a black solid line. Emission from FR0-SB∗ is observed at ∼450 nm, and emission from FR0-HSB+∗ is observed at ∼650 nm.

configuration is easiest for small molecules, such as methanol, and
much less probable for secondary alcohols, e.g., i-propanol and
cyclopentanol.37 Thus, we postulate that TPE prepares the molecule
at a point on the excited-state reaction coordinate that enhances
reactivity, but such propensity is lost within a few hundred picosec-
onds or less.

From the previous observations, it appears that TPE leads to
a more reactive species than OPE. We performed fluorescence life-
time measurements following isoenergetic OPE and TPE detecting
at both the FR0-SB∗ and FR0-HSB+∗ wavelength regions. Results
from these measurements are summarized in Table II. In the case
of aprotic solvents, such as acetonitrile, the average excited-state
lifetime τ̄SB is ∼2 ns. The much shorter values for τ̄SB in alcohols
are associated with the formation of the [FR0-SB∗⋯HOR] com-
plex where the proton is already shared by FR0-SB∗ and ROH,

FIG. 5. Isoenergetic two-photon enhanced ESPT as a function of excited-state
lifetime prior to proton transfer for (in order of greater to lower enhancement)
methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, n-hexanol, and i-propanol. The dashed line is
included as a guide to the eyes.

which precedes the separation and solvation of the protonated
FR0-HSB+∗ and the deprotonated solvent RO− species character-
ized by the rise time τX. The latter process has a timescale that is
much less dependent on the method of excitation. We find that the
first step in protonation, namely, the loss of population in FR0-
SB∗ and the rise of the FR0-HSB+∗ emission are approximately
two times faster for TPE than for OPE. This observation is con-
sistent with the enhanced reactivity and with the conclusion that
TPE leads to a more reactive species. Measurements carried out
in acetonitrile in the FR0-SB∗ and FR0-HSB+∗ wavelength regions
showed no OPE vs TPE difference, indicating that the enhance-
ment depends on the hydrogen-bonding capabilities of protic
solvents.

Having ruled out the involvement of an additional excited state,
or excitation to a higher Sn excited state with n > 1, we now turn to
the possibility of reaching a more reactive species via TPE. We begin
by comparing the expressions for the absorption cross sections asso-
ciated with OPE and TPE arising from the first- and second-order
time-dependent perturbation theory, respectively (see, e.g., Ref. 63).
The 0 → f OPE absorption cross section, with 0 and f denoting the
initial and final electronic states, respectively, is63

σ(1)f 0 (ω) = A∣μf 0∣
2gM1(ω), (7)

where ω is the frequency of the exciting photon (in our case, the
frequency of a 400 nm laser), A is a constant, μf 0 denotes the mag-
nitude of the transition dipole moment between the ground and
excited electronic states, and gM1(ω) is the OPE distribution func-
tion or linewidth associated with the molecular system of interest.
In presenting Eq. (7), we have assumed an isotropic averaging over
the directions of the transition dipole moment vector μf 0. To arrive
at an expression for the absorption cross section associated with the
isoenergetic one-color TPE, where the laser frequency is half of its
OPE counterpart, we take advantage of the fact that no resonance
at 800 nm is observed in our experiments, in agreement with our
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TABLE II. Fluorescence lifetime measurements following one- and two-photon isoenergetic excitation of FR0-SB in methanol, ethanol, and acetonitrile. The initial state, FR0-
SB∗, decays with fast τSB1 and slow τSB2 biexponential lifetimes. The numbers in parentheses indicate the amplitude of the fast decay component (a1). The protonated state
FR0-HSB+∗ shows a fast rise time τX and a slow decay time τHSB.37 In acetonitrile, no proton transfer takes place; thus, one observes only a single exponential decay of the
FR0-SB∗ state that is identical for OPE and TPE within the measurement errors. All numbers are given in picoseconds.

OPE TPE

Solventa τSB1 τSB2 τ̄SB
b τX τHSB τSB1 τSB2 τ̄SB

b τX τHSB

MeOH 23 ± 7 (0.99) 1259 ± 14 35 ± 7 31 ± 1 1116 ± 2 12 ± 6 (0.99) 811 ± 30 20 ± 6 28 ± 9 1106 ± 11
EtOH 59 ± 4 (0.84) 220 ± 6 85 ± 4 103 ± 2 1241 ± 33 35 ± 3 (0.89) 212 ± 20 54 ± 5 90 ± 4 1232 ± 1
ACN . . . 2121 ± 10 2121 ± 10 . . . . . . . . . 2138 ± 8 2138 ± 8 . . . . . .

aAbbreviations: MeOH = methanol, EtOH = ethanol, and ACN = acetonitrile.
bFor protic solvents (MeOH and EtOH), τ̄SB = a1τSB1 + a2τSB2 , where a2 = 1 − a1 . In the case of ACN, for which there is no ESPT, τ̄SB = τSB2 .

electronic structure calculations. Under these conditions, the
absorption cross section for TPE becomes64

σ(2)f 0 (ω/2) = B∣∑
ν

μf νμν0

ων0 − ω/2 + iΓν(ω/2)
∣
2

gM2(ω), (8)

where B is a constant, ων0 is the frequency needed to reach the inter-
mediate state ν from the ground state 0, iΓν(ω/2) is a damping factor
that is inversely proportional to the lifetime of a given intermediate
state ν, and gM2(ω) is the TPE line shape function. In analogy to the
OPE absorption cross section, we have performed an isotropic aver-
aging over the directions of the transition dipole moment vectors μfν
and μν0.

Equation (8) is useful, but in this work we are interested in relat-
ing the TPE absorption cross section with the change in the dipole
moment upon 0 → f photoexcitation. One can derive such a rela-
tionship if we perform the following mathematical manipulations.65

First, we separate the ν = 0 and ν = f terms from the sum over states
in Eq. (8). Next, we take advantage of the fact that, in our case, 0 and
f correspond to the electronically bound S0 and S1 states of FR0-SB,
respectively. This allows us to eliminate the iΓν(ω/2) term in the ν
= 0 and ν = f denominators in Eq. (8). In the final step, we replace
ωf 0 in the ν = f denominator by ω and combine the ν = 0 and ν = f
contributions to obtain65

σ(2)f 0 (ω/2) = B
RRRRRRRRRRRR
∑
ν≠0,f

μf νμν0

ων0 − ω/2 + iΓν(ω/2)
+
μf 0Δμf 0

ω/2

RRRRRRRRRRRR

2

gM2(ω). (9)

It is customary to refer to the first term in Eq. (9) as the “virtual”
pathway and to the second one, which relies on the transition dipole
moment μf 0 and the difference between the permanent ground- and
excited-state dipoles Δμf 0 ≡ μff − μ00, as the “dipole” pathway.66

Equation (9) shows that for centrosymmetric molecules, for which
Δμf 0 vanishes identically, the virtual pathway is the only contribut-
ing term to the TPE absorption cross section. However, FR0-SB is
not centrosymmetric and, thus, it is interesting to examine the extent
to which each pathway contributes to the S0 → S1 one-color TPE
considered here. For the first term in Eq. (9) to be large, the follow-
ing three conditions would have to be satisfied: (1) the ων0 frequency
characterizing the 0 → ν transition would have to be close to the

frequency ω/2 of each of the two photons associated with TPE, (2)
the iΓν(ω/2) damping factor would have to be very small, i.e., the
intermediate state ν would have to be sufficiently long-lived, and (3)
the 0→ ν and ν→ f transitions would have to be allowed, giving rise
to larger μν0 and μfν transition dipole moments. In the case of the
TPE experiments performed in this work, it is unlikely that condi-
tions (1)–(3) can be simultaneously satisfied. Indeed, since there are
no dipole-allowed electronic states between S0 and S1, the interme-
diate state ν satisfying condition (1) would have to be a rovibrational
resonance supported by the ground-state electronic potential. It is
unlikely that such resonances are long-lived and characterized by
large 0 → ν and ν → f transition dipole moments. It is possible that
the intermediate states ν characterized by larger μν0 and μfν values
exist, but those would have to be electronic states higher in energy
than S1, which cannot satisfy the resonant condition (1). Further-
more, as demonstrated in Ref. 21, the low-lying electronically excited
states above S1 are characterized by small or even negligible transi-
tion dipole moments from the ground state. In other words, while
the virtual pathway contributes to the TPE cross section, the proba-
bility that it dominates it seems low, especially when we realize that
there are reasons for the dipole pathway to play a substantial role in
the case of the molecular systems considered in this work. Indeed,
as shown in our earlier studies,21,37 and as further elaborated on
below, the S0 → S1 excitations in the isolated and solvated FR0-SB
are characterized by large transition dipole moments and signifi-
cant changes in the permanent dipoles. This suggests that the second
term in Eq. (9) plays a major role, which is consistent with the well-
established fact that the dipole pathway becomes critical when TPE
involves charge transfer associated with substantial change in the
permanent dipole upon photoexcitation.67–73 Although the S0 → S1
transition in FR0-SB is accompanied by a migration of a small
amount of charge,21,37 this migration happens over a very large dis-
tance, giving rise to more than a threefold increase in dipole moment
and a substantial enhancement of the second term in Eq. (9). Given
the above analysis, from this point on, we focus on the dipole path-
way and assume that we can approximate the TPE absorption cross
section by the second term in Eq. (9), i.e.,70

σ(2)f 0 (ω/2) ≈ B
′∣μf 0∣

2∣Δμf 0∣
2gM2(ω), (10)

where B′ = 4B/ω2.
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As illustrated in Eqs. (7) and (10), the absorption cross sections
for both one- and two-photon excitation processes depend on the
square of the absolute value of the transition dipole moment μf 0
characterizing the 0→ f vertical electronic excitation, which, in our
case, is the transition dipole μ10 corresponding to the S0 → S1 pho-
toabsorption for the FR0-SB system in various solvents. However, in
the case of TPE, the absorption cross section also depends on the dif-
ference between the electronic dipole moments of the f and 0 states,
Δμf 0, which, in our case, is the difference Δμ10 ≡ μ1 − μ0 between the
dipole moment μ1 characterizing the first excited singlet S1 state of
FR0-SB and its S0 counterpart μ0. Consequently, Δμ10 and its depen-
dence on the solvent environment hold the key to understanding the
enhancement of the ESPT reactions between the FR0-SB photobase
and alcohol solvents observed in the case of TPE. To provide insights
into the effect of solvation on Δμ10 and other properties character-
izing the S0 and S1 states of the solvated FR0-SB chromophore and
transitions between them, we performed electronic structure calcu-
lations using the CC/EOMCC-based composite approach described
in Sec. III. As mentioned in that section, the alcohol solvents consid-
ered in our computations were methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, and
i-propanol.

In Table III, we report the vertical transition energies ω10(abs.)
and transition dipole moments μ10 characterizing the S0 → S1 pho-
toabsorption process, along with the dipoles corresponding to the S0
and S1 states, μ0 and μ1, respectively, and their ratios resulting from
our calculations for FR0-SB in the gas phase and in the aforemen-
tioned four solvents determined at the minima on the respective S0
potential energy surfaces. The analogous information for the S1→ S0
emission and the dipole moment values of the S0 and S1 states deter-
mined at the S1 minima characterizing the isolated and solvated
FR0-SB is presented in Table IV. We begin our discussion of com-
putational results by comparing the vertical absorption and emis-
sion energies characterizing the solvated FR0-SB species obtained
with the CC/EOMCC-based protocol adopted in this work against
their experimental counterparts. The vertical excitation energies for
the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complexes calculated at the respective S0 min-
ima, shown in Table III, are essentially identical to the locations
of the peak maxima in the corresponding experimental photoab-
sorption spectra reported in Ref. 37, which are 3.32 eV, 3.33 eV,

TABLE III. The vertical transition energies ω10(abs.) (in eV) and transition dipole
moments μ10 (in D) corresponding to the S0 → S1 absorption, along with the μ0
and μ1 dipoles characterizing the S0 and S1 states (in D) and their ratios for FR0-SB
in the gas phase and in selected alcohol solvents calculated at the respective S0
minima following the CC/EOMCC-based protocol described in Sec. III.

Solventa ω10(abs.) μ10 μ0 μ1 μ1/μ0

None (gas phase)b 3.70 6.9 2.6 8.6 3.3
MeOH 3.30 9.6 4.4 16.4 3.8
EtOH 3.32 9.5 4.3 15.9 3.7
n-PrOH 3.32 9.5 4.2 15.9 3.7
i-PrOH 3.33 9.4 4.2 15.7 3.7

aAbbreviations: MeOH = methanol, EtOH = ethanol, n-PrOH = n-propanol, and
i-PrOH = i-propanol.
bTaken from our previous gas-phase CC/EOMCC calculations reported in Ref. 21.

TABLE IV. The vertical transition energies ω10(em.) (in eV) and transition dipole
moments μ10 (in D) corresponding to the S1→ S0 emission, along with the μ0 and μ1
dipoles characterizing the S0 and S1 states (in D) and their ratios for FR0-SB in the
gas phase and in selected alcohol solvents calculated at the respective S1 minima
following the CC/EOMCC-based protocol described in Sec. III.

Solventa ω10(em.) μ10 μ0 μ1 μ1/μ0

None (gas phase) 3.26 8.9 3.4 10.9 3.2
MeOH 2.68 11.8 6.6 20.0 3.0
EtOH 2.69 11.8 6.5 19.7 3.0
n-PrOH 2.70 11.8 6.5 19.6 3.0
i-PrOH 2.72 11.7 6.4 19.1 3.0

aAbbreviations: MeOH = methanol, EtOH = ethanol, n-PrOH = n-propanol, and
i-PrOH = i-propanol.

3.32 eV, and 3.34 eV for methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, and i-
propanol, respectively. The same accuracies are also seen in the case
of the vertical emission energies calculated at the S1 minima of the
[FR0-SB⋯HOR] species reported in Table IV, which can hardly be
distinguished from the maxima in the experimental emission peaks
for FR0-SB in methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, and i-propanol of
2.57 eV, 2.61 eV, 2.62 eV, and 2.65 eV, respectively.37 These obser-
vations corroborate the accuracy of the computational protocol used
in this study to model the interactions of the FR0-SB photobase with
the various alcohol solvents. The observed good agreement between
the theoretical vertical transition energies reported in Tables III
and IV and the corresponding experimental data can largely be
attributed to the use of high-level ab initio CC/EOMCC approaches
in describing the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complexes. This becomes appar-
ent when one considers the errors relative to the experiment char-
acterizing the vertical transition energies obtained in the single-
point CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G∗/SMD computations, which are about
0.2 eV–0.3 eV (9%–11%).

Having established the accuracy of our quantum chemistry pro-
tocol, we proceed to the discussion of our computational findings
regarding the dipole moments of the S0 and S1 states and the tran-
sition dipoles between them, which are the key quantities for the
one- and two-photon absorption cross sections given by Eqs. (7) and
(10), respectively. In the absence of direct experimental informa-
tion, our computations provide insights into the effects of solvation
on these quantities. To begin with, as reported in our earlier work
for the bare FR0-SB species,21 and as shown in Table III, there is
a large, by a factor of more than 3, increase in the electronic dipole
moment following S0→ S1 photoabsorption, giving rise to the super-
base character of FR0-SB∗. Upon solvation, both S0 and S1 dipole
moments of the FR0-SB chromophore are significantly enhanced,
becoming approximately twice as large as their gas-phase counter-
parts. This can be attributed to the polarization of the electron cloud
of the FR0-SB photobase by the alcohol molecules surrounding it.
Furthermore, the fact that the electronic dipole moment character-
izing the S1 state is much larger than its S0 counterpart translates
into a stronger stabilization of the S1 state relative to S0, leading
to lower S0 → S1 vertical excitation energies in the case of FR0-
SB in alcohol solvents when compared to the bare FR0-SB system.
The transition dipole moment characterizing the S0 → S1 photoab-
sorption process is amplified by solvation as well (by about 40%),
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which results in larger OPE and TPE absorption cross sections for
the solvated FR0-SB species relative to their gas-phase values. Simi-
lar trends are observed when we examine the dipoles and transition
dipoles shown in Table IV. It is also interesting to note that the
dipole moments characterizing the S0 and S1 states and the cor-
responding transition dipoles increase upon geometrical relaxation
from the S0 to S1 minima, with a concomitant red shift in the verti-
cal transition energies. This bathochromic shift is more pronounced
in the case of the solvated FR0-SB species as a consequence of μ1
being much larger than μ0, implying a stronger stabilization of the
S1 state due to the polar solvent environment compared to the S0
state.

As already alluded to above, the transition dipole moments
characterizing the S0–S1 absorption and emission processes and the
S0 and S1 dipoles at the respective potential minima could not be
determined from our experiments. However, by analyzing the sol-
vatochromic shift of the absorption and fluorescence bands in 16
different solvents as a function of solvent dielectric constant and
index of refraction, we could estimate the magnitude of the tran-
sition dipole moment μ10 and the change in the dipole moment,
Δμ10, associated with the S0 → S1 adiabatic excitation.74,75 Based
on our analysis, we found Δμ10 of FR0-SB in the alcohol solvents
considered in our experiments to be ∼15 D, a magnitude usually
associated with substantial charge transfer, and μ10 to be about 10
D. The procedure outlining how the experimental values of μ10 and
Δμ10 were derived is given in the supplementary material. Having
access to the dipole moments characterizing the S0 and S1 states at
their respective minimum-energy structures and the vertical transi-
tion dipole moments associated with the S0–S1 transitions resulting
from our quantum chemistry computations (see Tables III and IV)
allowed us to assess the quality of our experimentally derived values
of μ10 and Δμ10. As shown in Tables III and IV, the vertical tran-
sition dipole moments μ10 characterizing the FR0-SB chromophore
in the alcohol solvents included in our calculations range from 9.4 D
to 11.8 D, in very good agreement with the experimentally derived
value of about 10 D. According to the data collected in Table V, the

calculated and experimentally derived changes in the dipole moment
associated with the S0 → S1 adiabatic transition, which are about 15
D in both cases, are virtually identical. Given that both theory and
experiment point to the large values of μ10 and Δμ10 as a result of
solvation and that the dipole pathway defined by the second term
in Eq. (9) is anticipated to be the dominant TPE pathway, as dis-
cussed above, we can conclude that using Eq. (10) in approximating
the TPE absorption cross section of FR0-SB in alcohol solvents is
justified.

By forming the ratio of Eqs. (7) and (10), we can obtain a
new expression that summarizes the difference between OPE and
TPE, in which the change in permanent dipole moment acts as an
amplification factor,

σ(2)f 0 (ω/2)

σ(1)f 0 (ω)
= B′

A
∣Δμf 0∣

2∣μf 0∣
2gM2(ω)

∣μf 0∣
2gM1(ω)

= C
∣Δμf 0∣

2gM2(ω)
gM1(ω)

, (11)

where C = B′/A. The difference between OPE and TPE typically
arises from differences in the expressions for the line shapes, which
in the case of large organic molecules in solution, are the Franck–
Condon distribution convolved with the extensive homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening. We have acquired these spectra
for FR0-SB in cyclohexane, acetonitrile, and methanol, as shown in
Fig. 6. From these spectra, we can obtain the ratio of the spectral line
shapes for OPE and TPE.

For cyclohexane, a non-polar solvent for which the change
in permanent dipole moment is smallest, the excitation maxima
for OPE and TPE coincide, and the ratio between the line shapes
can be fit to a line with a negative slope from the peak to higher
energies, indicating a steeper decline of the spectrum as a func-
tion of excitation energy for TPE. The steeper decline is consistently
observed for acetonitrile and for methanol. However, for acetoni-
trile and methanol, we also see that the two-photon absorption peaks
appear at significantly lower energies than their OPE counterparts.

TABLE V. A comparison of the calculated S0–S1 adiabatic transition energies without [ω10(ad.)] and with [ω10(0-0)] zero-point energy (ZPE) vibrational corrections (in eV), along
with the differences and ratios of the μ0 and μ1 dipoles characterizing the S0 and S1 states at the respective minima (in D) for FR0-SB in the gas phase and in selected alcohol
solvents obtained following the CC/EOMCC-based protocol described in Sec. III with the corresponding experimentally derived data.

Theory Experiment

Solventa ω10(ad.) ω10(0-0)b Δμ10
c μ1/μ0

c Solventa ω10(0-0) Δμ10
d μ1/μ0

d

None (gas phase) 3.42 3.33 8.3 4.2 c-Hexane 3.4 . . . . . .
MeOH 2.88 2.80 15.6 4.6 MeOH 2.9 15.2± 0.2 4.4 ± 0.1
EtOH 2.89 2.80 15.4 4.6 EtOH 3.0 15.3± 0.3 4.6 ± 0.1
n-PrOH 2.89 2.81 15.3 4.6 n-PrOH 3.0 15.3± 0.3 4.6 ± 0.1
i-PrOH 2.88 2.80 14.9 4.5 i-PrOH 3.0 15.5± 0.5 4.7 ± 0.1

aAbbreviations: MeOH = methanol, EtOH = ethanol, n-PrOH = n-propanol, i-PrOH = i-propanol, and c-Hexane = cyclohexane.
bCalculated as ω10(ad.) + ΔZPE, where ΔZPE is the difference between the zero-point vibrational energies characterizing the S1 and S0 electronic states of the bare FR0-SB molecule
in the gas phase computed at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G∗ level of theory. Our calculations with and without solvent indicate that the effect of solvation on ΔZPE is negligible (less than
0.01 eV).
cCalculated using the μ0 values reported in Table III and the μ1 values reported in Table IV.
dCalculated using the theoretical values of μ0 reported in Table III and the procedure based on the analysis of the experimental solvatochromic shifts described in the supplementary
material.
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FIG. 6. OPE and TPE spectra for FR0-SB in cyclohexane (c-Hexane), acetonitrile
(ACN), and methanol (MeOH). The solid line shown for the two-photon spectra is
the result of 3-point smoothing and is included as a guide to the eyes.

The largest shift of the TPE absorption maximum compared to
OPE, of ∼1140 cm−1, is observed for methanol. Differences between
OPE and TPE have been observed experimentally, in particular
as blue shifts in the TPE of the green fluorescent protein,76 and
have been explained as non-Condon contributions to TPE.77 How-
ever, the very large red shift observed in this work appears to be
unprecedented.

Having strong evidence that TPE must be reaching parts of
the S1 potential surface that enhance reactivity compared to the
isoenergetic OPE and that the initial state wave packet following
TPE is different from that following OPE, we turn our attention
to the relationship between the ESPT enhancement, the inhomo-
geneous broadening, and the significant red shift observed in our
TPE experiments. It is well-established that polar solvents, in partic-
ular those capable of forming hydrogen bonds, are responsible for
significant inhomogeneous broadening in absorption spectra.78,79

The inhomogeneous broadening can further be amplified when the
solute has hydrogen-bond acceptor and/or donor functional groups
and undergoes large permanent dipole changes upon photoexci-
tation.78 From Eq. (10), we learn that TPE is greatly enhanced
by the ∣Δμf 0∣

2 term, favoring chromophore molecules whose local
solvation environment gives rise to larger Δμf 0 values compared
to OPE. The substantial increase in the dipole moment upon
photoexcitation should result in the different configurations in
which protic solvents can be arranged to solvate FR0-SB, giving rise

to inhomogeneous broadening. At the same time, larger Δμf 0 results
in the additional stabilization of the [FR0-SB⋯HOR] complex in
the S1 state relative to the ground state, manifesting itself in the
observed red shift in the absorption maximum. While this hypoth-
esis needs additional thorough investigations using, for example,
two-dimensional spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulations
of the observed excited-state reactivity, it is conceivable that the
dynamical restructuring of the solvent around the chromophore
molecules following TPE, promoting larger Δμf 0 values compared
to OPE, results in stronger charge transfer between the amine and
imine nitrogens of FR0-SB, the additional accumulation of negative
charge on the imine nitrogen and, subsequently, the enhancement of
the ESPT process, which is what we attempted to schematically illus-
trate in Fig. 1(b). This is in contrast to some intramolecular ESPT
reactions, such as in diethylaminohydroxyflavone, where solvation is
inversely correlated with proton transfer.80 The differences observed
in FR0-SB following OPE or TPE are caused by the large change
in permanent dipoles influencing the probability for TPE of some
molecules. Molecules with a solvent configuration that is more likely
to result in proton transfer would then be favored to undergo TPE
because of their larger |Δμf 0|2 values.

We find support for the role of inhomogeneous broadening
in protic solvents in the experimental data. We note that there
is essentially no shift between the maxima for OPE and TPE for
cyclohexane, a non-polar molecule. There is an ∼1000 cm−1 shift
observed for acetonitrile and an ∼1140 cm−1 shift for methanol.
These shifts are not predicted simply by the non-Condon vibra-
tional makeup of the excited-state wave packet. The existence of
differently solvated species, in particular those exhibiting greater
dipole moment changes, can be determined experimentally by com-
paring the absorption spectra for FR0-SB in solvents that exhibit
TPE enhancement (methanol, ethanol, and n-propanol) with that
of FR0-SB in i-propanol, which does not. The comparison is shown
in Fig. 7, where we plot the absorption spectra as well as the differ-
ence between the absorption spectrum in each solvent and that in

FIG. 7. Absorption spectra of FR0-SB in methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), n-
propanol (n-PrOH), and i-propanol (i-PrOH) (solid lines) and difference between
these spectra and the absorption in i-propanol (dotted lines). We find a signifi-
cant difference between the spectra in the 25 000 cm−1 energy region where the
experiment was performed.
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i-propanol. We observe a large difference in the absorption spectra,
especially at 25 000 cm−1, where the experiment was carried out. The
largest difference is found for methanol, which exhibits the largest
TPE enhancement.

From Fig. 7, we can see significant inhomogeneous broaden-
ing toward lower energies. This supports our hypothesis that there is
a clear bias toward TPE in the case of molecules primed for pro-
ton transfer, as seen in the reduction of the protonation time in
methanol and ethanol by a factor of 2 compared to the other alco-
hol solvents. The effect becomes attenuated for n-hexanol, given that
the long alkyl chain reduces the chances for two or more hydroxyl
moieties to be next to the imine group where proton transfer takes
place. As shown in our computations and OPE experiments reported
in Ref. 37, the solvent configuration leading to proton transfer in i-
propanol is much less likely, resulting in very low efficiency of the
ESPT process, and, thus, TPE can no longer enhance it, confirming
our hypothesis.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the observation of up to 62%

enhancement in the reactivity of the super photobase FR0-SB fol-
lowing isoenergetic two-photon excitation. We have reported evi-
dence that excitation is to the first excited singlet state, S1, and that
no other excited state contributes to proton transfer via one- or
multi-photon excitation. We have found that the magnitude of the
enhancement in reactivity correlates with the protonation rate; thus,
it is faster for methanol but slows down with longer chain alcohols
and is not measurable for i-propanol.

We have reached the conclusion that the enhanced solvent-to-
solute ESPT reactivity is the result of TPE creating a more reactive
species than OPE. This is supported by analysis of the molecular
properties that contribute to the one- and two-photon transition
probabilities, namely, the transition dipole moment μ10 coupling
the S0 and S1 states of FR0-SB and the Δμ10 difference between the
dipole moments of these two states. According to our mathematical
manipulations, the ratio of the TPE and OPE absorption cross sec-
tions depends on Δμ10 but not on μ10. The Δμ10 values resulting from
the high-level CC/EOMCC-based computations performed in this
study were practically identical to those estimated from our experi-
ments. We learned that the very large change in permanent dipoles
between the ground and excited states of FR0-SB amplifies differ-
ences in the spectroscopic line shape, leading to non-Condon contri-
butions and different vibrational makeups of the initial excited-state
wave packet.

Finally, we have considered inhomogeneous broadening as
providing an additional aspect leading to different excited-state
species accessed via TPE. The permanent dipole change is highly
dependent on the arrangement of polar solvent molecules, especially
for protic solvents capable of hydrogen bonding. These added con-
tributions are confirmed by the red shift observed in the TPE spectra
for acetonitrile and methanol, but not for cyclohexane, and by the
greater inhomogeneous broadening toward the low energy region in
the OPE spectra of solutions exhibiting TPE enhancement. The find-
ings reported here help explain the observation by Tokumura and
Itoh on the intramolecular proton transfer in 7-hydroxyquinoline
in methanol solution via two-photon excitation.81 In that study,

two-photon excitation in the equivalent 210 nm–250 nm wave-
length region leads to exclusive emission from the proton transfer
state. Later measurements, based on step-wise solvation supersonic-
jet spectroscopy,82 identified that bridging methanol structures
with three methanol molecules help facilitate the proton transfer.31

These two separate observations support our conclusion that two-
photon excitation favors structures primed for excited-state proton
transfer.

In conclusion, we have reported unprecedented 62% enhance-
ment in photochemical reactivity upon isoenergetic two-photon
excitation compared to one-photon excitation. The long-term
goal of our research is to develop tools for precision chem-
istry and our findings indicate that two-photon excitation not
only provides spatial and temporal control, but it can also
bring about enhanced reactivity. Future work will include quan-
titative determination of the two-photon absorption cross sec-
tion for FR0-SB in different solvents and of newly developed
compounds.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the laser power dependence
of two-photon excited fluorescence, ratios between FR0-HSB+∗ and
FR0-SB∗ emissions, fitting of the steady-state fluorescence results,
time-correlated single-photon counting fitting, experimental deter-
mination of permanent dipole moments, optimized geometries and
electronic dipole moments resulting from quantum chemistry com-
putations for the bare and solvated FR0-SB system in the S0 and S1
electronic states along with their visual representations, and domi-
nant orbitals defining the S0–S1 transitions in the [FR0-SB⋯HOR]
complexes.
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